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Offer a 1/2 early start for those participants
new to the technology (or to the project) to let
them test the technology, or to hear a quick
overview of the project to help them get up to
speed...

Use Visual Aids to capture main ideas and
shared information

Have a well defined problem for the group to
discuss and work on solving

ice breaker and breaks for informal
interactions in person...or a challenge
question to kick of the meeting that later
turns into data

Agenda

room set-up

Provide a desired end-state for each agenda
topic and make sure everyone is aware of it
(provide it in agenda and reiterate it in the
meeting)

Pair-Share for sure

document with photos

set the goal(s) for the session so everyone
knows where the discussions are heading

Agendalightlisten to everyone

Using Visual Aids

Broad Perspective
Actively bring in the quieter voices in the room. 

Explain why you are doing something

Have a clear visual agenda

Adequate breaks/free-time for offline
conversations

stick to the agenda/times

provide color markers and dry boards/ paper
flip charts

Have time for the group to talk during breaks

Establish Ground Rules

start and end on time

Find common ground

food and drink
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For some  decisions I ask people thumbs up to get consensus. And
I say up front if we have a certain amount of thumbs we will adopt
decision <— only works for minor ddcisions

Prior preparation and doing test run

Parking lot

Acknowledging someone’s comments and asking them to expand
on them  

Parking Lot
Ground Rules 
Intro 
Ice Breaker 

"Common Ground" Questions
"Raise your hand if..."

Have a "parking lot" for issues to come back to so we don't get
bogged down and off topic in the middle of conversations. 

Overestimate time needed for any agenda
topic - much better to be done sooner and
have "more time" than rush through
something leaving people feeling like there
wasn't time to be heard

Planning

Provide multiple ways for people to provide
feedback in addition to speaking up in person
(sticknotes, email to send comments to later,
paper and a comment box, etc.)

Do a dry run

Best Facilitation Practices
Be prepared 
Have an agenda 
Make the meeting fun 
Bring food

I use PowerPoint to whiteboard and sticky
note brainstorm

Feel the room - introduce yourself to each
attendee to see what you are getting into.

Have a place to write down concerns/ideas that may not be on the
agenda. Can let folks know they are being heard and that their
concerns will be addressed eventually. 

Acknowledging what people say & then
bringing them back to the topic at hand

Start before the meeting with sending a email with a brief agenda! 

Best Practices
be engaging/welcoming 
'bin items' 
room set up (in person) - making sure the table layout is inclusive
or helpful for everyone 

The parking lot is always a great tool, as is
use of colored dots for people to "vote" on
priorities for discussion or inclusion in plans,
etc.


